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A hot and spicy fusion of fiery
crushed chillies and red bell pepper

that is guaranteed to create red noses
no matter the season!

All the Christmas flavours in one
great tasting sausage, hearty pork,

flavoured with cranberries, oranges
and chestnut nibs.

Fill your stockings with this
joyful jumble of comforting
autumnal chestnuts, sweet

pieces of golden apricot and
a hint of chopped chive.

This luxurious medley of seasonal
warming spices and sweet festive fruit

create a perfectly balanced
Christmas flavour. It’s gluten free too.

Tis the most wine-derful time
of the year! This Christmas classic

features luxurious flavours of
red wine, sweet cranberry pieces

and a dusting of cinnamon,
no need to mull this over!

A delightful festive fusion
of comforting maple and

cinnamon flavours that will
prove truly irresistible.

It’s gluten free too.
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https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/sausage-mixes-seasonings/country-fayre-%C2%AE-sausage-mixes/country-fayre-merry-mulled-christmas-sausage-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/sausage-mixes-seasonings/country-fayre-%C2%AE-sausage-mixes/country-fayre-gf-festive-fruit-sausage-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/sausage-mixes-seasonings/country-fayre-%C2%AE-sausage-mixes/country-fayre-gf-fireside-feast-sausage-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/sausage-mixes-seasonings/country-fayre-%C2%AE-sausage-mixes/country-fayre-santa-s-sausage-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/sausage-mixes-seasonings/country-fayre-%C2%AE-sausage-mixes/country-fayre-rudolphs-revenge-sausage-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/sausage-mixes-seasonings/country-fayre-%C2%AE-sausage-mixes/country-fayre-three-kings/
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FEATURED PRODUCTS

https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/bakery-products/pork-pie-mixes-seasonings/champion-complete-pork-pie-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/bakery-products/gravy-sauce-mixes/d-man-festive-bake-sauce-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/bakery-products/sausage-roll-mixes/tyke-spicey-but-nicey-sausage-roll-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/bakery-products/pork-pie-mixes-seasonings/champion-complete-pork-pie-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/bakery-products/gravy-sauce-mixes/d-man-festive-bake-sauce-mix/


A dream for those who
love stuffing, this wholesome
blend contains rustic nibs of 

chestnut and a complimentary
selection of classic country herbs.

A wonderfully luxurious mix of
sweet apples, herbs and chestnut
pieces - a lovely festive addition.

A fruity little number bursting
with sweet seasonal chopped

fruit and finished with a
sprinkling of rubbed parsley.

A comforting classic delicately
crafted with pieces of

sweet onion and rubbed sage.
A match made in heaven,

this warming blend contains
pieces of diced apple, sweet

golden apricots and a
selection of mixed herbs.

Adorned with pieces
of ruby red cranberry,

juicy apple and
delicately finished with
warming winter spices.
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This luxury mix is ideal for creating
an opulent sausage meat stuffing with

the traditional flavour of sage and
buttered onions, perfect for stuffing

Christmas birds. 

https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/tyke-chestnut-stuffing-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/chestnut-apple-forcemeat-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/cranberry-orange-forcemeat-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/tyke-sage-onion-stuffing-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/tyke-apricot-apple-stuff-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/tyke-cranberry-spiced-apple-stuffing-mix/
https://www.dalesmandirect.com/ingredients/stuffings-forcemeat/sage-buttered-onion-flav-fm/


CFGFFF - NEW Country Fayre® Festive Fruit - 3 & 12 x 565g (1 x 565g Dalesman Direct Only)
This luxurious medley of seasonal warming spices and sweet festive fruit create a perfectly balanced

Christmas flavour. It’s gluten free too.

CFGFFIR - NEW Country Fayre® Fireside Feast - 3 & 12 x 565g (1 x 565g Dalesman Direct Only)
A delightful festive fusion of comforting maple and cinnamon flavours that will prove truly irresistible.

It’s gluten free too.

CFMMC - Country Fayre® Merry Mulled Christmas - 3 & 12 x 565g (1 x 565g Dalesman Direct Only)
‘Tis the most wine-derful time of the year! This Christmas classic features luxurious flavours of red wine, sweet cranberry

pieces and a dusting of cinnamon, no need to mull this over!

CFSAS - Country Fayre® Santa's Sausage - 3 & 12 x 565g (1 x 565g Dalesman Direct Only) - Fill your
stockings with this joyful jumble of comforting autumnal chestnuts, sweet pieces of golden apricot and a hint of chopped chive.

CFRR - Country Fayre® Rudolph's Revenge - 3 & 12 x 565g (1 x 565g Dalesman Direct Only) - A hot and spicy fusion of fiery
crushed chillies and red bell pepper that is guaranteed to create red noses no matter the season!

CFTK/1 - Country Fayre® Three Kings - 3 & 12 x 565g (1 x 565g Dalesman Direct Only)
All the Christmas flavours in one great tasting sausage, hearty pork flavoured with cranberries, oranges and chestnut nibs.

PMC - Dalesman® Champion Pork Pie Mix - 10 x 735g (1 x 735g Dalesman Direct Only)
We don’t call it champion for no reason! This multi-award winning mix has a savoury flavour with a hint

of warming pepper, cayenne and sage.

GDFBS - Dalesman® Festive Bake Sauce Mix - 5kg
Parcel up these festive flavours of sage and onion, jewelled with cranberry pieces in a luxurious, creamy white sauce

that’s perfect to add chicken, turkey or vegetables.

SRTSBN - Tyke Spicey But Nicey Sausage Roll Mix - 10 x 1.59kg (1 x 1.59kg Dalesman Direct Only)
Our signature blend, this well-rounded mix has a delicate pepper base perfectly enhanced with the flavour

of fragrant rosemary and sage.

SMTC/1 - Tyke Chestnut Stuffing - 1kg & 5kg
A dream for those who love stuffing, this wholesome blend contains rustic nibs of chestnut and

a complimentary selection of classic country herbs.

SMTSO/1 - Tyke Sage & Onion Stuffing - 1kg, 5kg & 10kg
A comforting classic delicately crafted with pieces of sweet onion and rubbed sage.

SMTAA/1 -  Tyke Apricot & Apple Stuffing - 1kg & 5kg
A match made in heaven, this warming blend contains pieces of diced apple, sweet golden apricots

and a selection of mixed herbs.

SMTCSA/1 - Tyke Cranberry & Spiced Apple Stuffing - 1kg & 5kg
Adorned with pieces of ruby red cranberry, juicy apple and delicately finished with warming winter spices.

FMPCAP/1 - Chestnut & Apple Meat Stuffing - 6 x 850g (1 x 850g Dalesman Direct Only)
A wonderfully luxurious mix of sweet apples, herbs and chestnut pieces - a lovely festive addition.

FMPCOR/2 - Cranberry and Orange Meat Stuffing - 6 x 850g (1 x 850g Dalesman Direct Only)
A fruity little number bursting with sweet seasonal chopped fruit and finished with a sprinkling of rubbed parsley.

FMPSO/1 - Sage & Buttered Onion Meat Stuffing - 6 x 850g (1 x 850g Dalesman Direct Only)
This luxury mix is ideal for creating an opulent sausage meat stuffing with the traditional flavour of sage and

buttered onions, perfect for stuffing Christmas birds.

Last orders for guaranteed Christmas delivery is Friday 2nd December.




